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Homotopical Methods

This Seminar aims as introducing methods and constructions fromAlgebraic Topol-
ogy to broader contexts. More precisely, we will study Quillen’s theory of model cate-
gories, which is a way to do homotopy theory axiomatically in rather general categories.
The main references will be [DS95] and the first chapters of [Hov99], although more
advanced topics might require to pick a bit of material in other sources.

Practical informations concerning this seminar will be shared at the following ad-
dress: http://www.mathematik.uni-regensburg.de/cisinski/lehre.html

Talk 1: model categories
[17.10.18] Speaker: D.-C. Cisinski
Overview of homotopical algebra. Introduction of the axioms of a model category,
following [DS95, Section 3].

Talk 2: homotopy relations
[24.10.18] Speaker: ??
Define cylinders and left homotopies, path-objects and right homotopies, following
[DS95, Section 4]; in particular, discuss [DS95, Lemmata 4.21 and 4.24]. Describe the
examples of chain complexes and of topological spaces.

Talk 3: homotopy categories and localisations
[31.10.18] Speaker: ??
Follow [DS95, Sections 5 and 6]. In particular, define the homotopy category [DS95,
Def. 5.6], state and prove [DS95, Prop. 5.8 and Prop. 5.11]. Characterize the homotopy
category as a localization [DS95, Theorem 6.2].

Talk 4: chain complexes
[07.11.18] Speaker: ??
Prove that chain complexes of modules over a ring form a model category, following
[DS95, Section 7].

Talk 5: topological spaces
[14.11.18] Speaker: ??
Prove that topological spaces form a model category, following [DS95, Section 8].
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Talk 6: derived functors
[21.11.18] Speaker: ??
Discuss derived functor, following [DS95, Section 9]. In particular, prove that they exist
[DS95, Theorem 9.3] and that they are compatible with adjunctions [DS95, Theorem
9.7].

Talk 7: homotopy pushouts and homotopy pullbacks
[28.11.18]
Discuss homotopy pushouts and homotopy pullbacks (i.e. the derived functors of the
push-out functor and of the pull-back functor), following [DS95, Section 10].

Talk 8: the small object argument
[05.12.18] Speaker: ??
Go through [Hov99, Subsections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2] and prove Theorem [Hov99, Theorem
2.1.14].

Talk 9: cofibrantly generated model categories
[12.12.18] Speaker: ??
Define cofibrantly generated model categories following [Hov99, Subsection 2.1.3].
Prove [Hov99, Theorem 2.1.19]. Prove Kan’s recognition principle [Hir03, Theorem
11.3.2]. Use the latter to prove that diagrams in a cofibrantly generated model category
do form a model category [Hir03, Theorem 11.6.5], and use this to prove that derived
colimits always exist in this context [Hir03, Theorem 11.6.8].

Talk 10: simplicial sets
[19.12.18] Speaker: ??
Define simplicial sets and the topological realization [GJ99, Chapter I, Sections 1 and
2]. Define the model structure of simplicial sets [GJ99, Chapter I, Theorem 11.3] as
well as the equivalence with topological spaces [GJ99, Chapter I, Theorem 11.4]. Here
the goal is to state definitions and results with care (there is no time for complete proofs).

Talk 11: principal fibrations on a simplicial group
[09.01.19] Speaker: ??
Explain that there is a naturalmodel category structure on the category of representations
of a simplicial group G [GJ99, Theorem 2.3] (the proof can be seen as a particular
instance of Kan’s recognition principle as described in Talk 9). Prove Corollary 2.10
in [GJ99, Chapter V]. Prove the classification theorem of principal G-bundles [GJ99,
Chapter V, Theorem 3.9].
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Talk 12: Reedy model structures
[16.01.19] Speaker: ??
Follow Subsections 5.1 and 5.2 of [Hov99, Chapter 5]. In particular, explain and prove
the existence of the Reedy model structure [Hov99, Theorem 5.2.5]. Introduce frames
[Hov99, Def. 5.2.7].

Talk 13: Mapping spaces
[23.01.19] Speaker: ??
Follow sections 5.3 and 5.4 of [Hov99, Chapter 5]. In particular, state and prove
the existence of mapping spaces [Hov99, Cor. 5.4.4 and Theorem 5.4.9]. Explain
the functoriality of the construction (essentially the first part of the proof of [Hov99,
Theorem 5.6.2], page 137), and prove formula

RMap(LF(X),Y ) ' RMap(X, RU(Y ))

for any Quillen adjunction (F,U).

Talk 14: Bousfield-Friedlander localization
[30.01.19] Speaker: ??
Follow Section 4 in [GJ99, Chapter X], until page 497. In particular, state and prove
Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 4.12 of loc. cit.

Talk 15: Spectra and generalized cohomology theories
[06.02.19] Speaker: ??
Introduce spectra and prove that they form a model category[GJ99, Chapter X, Thm.
4.15]. Elaborate on Remark 4.16 in [GJ99, Chapter X]. Give examples of spectra:
Eilenberg-MacLane spectra and Thom spectra, for instance.
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